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russian satellite globus-m in earth orbit. the mass of globus-m is 753 kilograms (1,723 lb), and the spacecraft carries an optical payload with a mass of 20 kilograms (44 lb), plus a 12-meter- (39.4-foot-) diameter antenna, that can broadcast data in the s band and l band , and the ku-band . image courtesy of nasa-nasa. color gamut in the older p1 was not officially specified, but for our review i measured 79% of the dci-p3 gamut that today's 4k content is mastered to, or

117% rec.709. color gamut for the p2 is specified at 120% rec.709, and i measured essentially identical results to the p1, so just a percent or three short of the spec and within range of error of my instruments. but the main thing here is that the extension of gamut beyond rec.709 is a benefit that is clearly visible in the accuracy and saturation of deep red objects, though not quite as obvious as with projectors that reach closer to the full dci-p3 space. joint stock
company kronshtadt (kronshtadt) is a private russian defense contractor that develops and manufactures equipment, software, and integrated solutions for the unmanned aviation and defense industries of russia. on the other hand, the p2 appears to share a color error in still images taken by an earlier model of the optoma p1, which i was able to reproduce. you can easily see an offset of about 10% between the p1 and the p2 for an all-over blue sky. the p2 does not

have a toggleable color shift setting that might help, but this appears to be an essentially cosmetic error that does not affect color rendition for anything except for blue in-frame objects. this is easily corrected for still images since you can modify color shift in photoshop, and it doesn't affect the performance of either screen. again, i'm merely reporting what i observe, and not saying whether it will or will not be corrected for the p2.
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so, orbicam is not really a full-featured wi-fi camera app. it is limited to still images, but i would not recommend relying on it, since there are no panoramic or time-lapse capabilities. there also appears to be some problems with the wi-fi connection from the camera to the p2, and when you use orbicam, the p2 needs to continuously re-
establish the wi-fi connection. the wi-fi connection is very weak, though, and it may be easier just to use a wi-fi extender. the p2 also has a much-improved user interface, with a much-improved version of the small interface panel that is in the bottom-left corner of the screen. like with the p1, i have found that the p2 can run from a

microsd card, but its user interface is very slow to respond and stutter when the card is full. as soon as the microsd card is removed, the performance is much better. the p2 also has a new system info option that displays system information, which is displayed in the interface panel. we have not tested all of the p2's out of the box picture
modes. we'll describe the cinema mode. like the p1's cinema mode, it comes with a full set of controls for the color saturation, tint, gamma, contrast, and brightness settings. as in the p1, the contrast control should be left to its default setting of 10 (midway between black and white). this setting seems to provide very good results with

both computer monitors and tv sets. the gamma control is useful for correcting the green bias in the bright cinema mode, as well as for more precise adjustment of the dark black level. the tint control is useful for adjusting the green bias for flesh tones in sdr content, which is more properly adjusted by the color saturation control.
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